Farm pro 2420 parts

We stock a large inventory of FarmPro tractor parts. Ordering parts for your FarmPro tractor
can be easy if you have the information needed to ensure you will get the correct parts. This
should help you get started. First Get the information off tags that are located on your tractor.
Make, Model, year. This will help in locating the right parts for your tractor. Second - Get the
information off the tag on the engine. This can be found on or near the valve cover. These
tractors were imported with different engine manufacturers. We are unable to determine what
engine you have based on tractor model alone. Third - If you need pumps or a starter for your
FarmPro Tractor each item will have a part number stamped right into the pump itself.
Sometimes this will be hard to see so if you can't read it we will have to determine the pump you
have based on port and shaft size. Most of the starters are straight forward but we have learned
to put nothing past FarmPro when it comes to consistency. If you are not able to read the QD
number off your starter we will need engine model information and possible starter dimensions.
We have been doing this for a really long time so you are in good hands! Fourth - We have the
experience to help you get the right part. While parts are often straight forward we have
recognized possible differences in styles and we will work with you to make sure you get the
right parts the first time. When you notice a part that needs to be replaced the best thing you
can do is get as much information about the item as possible. A parts manual is a must to
ensure you are ordering and communicating to us the correct information. Clutch - For the 20 28 hp tractors - 8" 3 finger, 8" 6 finger, 9" 3 finger - The only way to determine what clutch you
have is to measure the disc. Fuel sediment bowl - with nut or without nut - The only way to
determine this is to physically check your current sediment bowl for a nut that would be located
where the assembly screws into the tank. Filters - The engine manufacturers have been known
to change the filter housing. To determine what filter you need to get the number off the current
filter. If you can't locate a number we will need the dimensions. We have uploaded most of
filters we carry along with their dimensions in the filter section. Gear pumps- Shaft size and port
locations may vary. Tie Rod Ends - Do not assume that because it is on the right side that it is a
right-hand thread. Same with the left side. Often the Tie Rod itself has been rotated in
production, therefore the thread direction is different. Confirm you are ordering the correct
thread directionâ€¦. Left or Right. Front Axle- Depending on the year of your tractor the front
axle shaft has been upgraded and a replacement kit is now available and will be needed to
replace this shaft. Fuel tank - There are different styles of in fuel tanks, to confirm which tank
you need call us at Fuel cap - There are 4 different styles of fuel cap - 2 prong, 3 prong and
screw on male or female , as well as different sizes. Make sure you give us exactly what you
need. Fuel Line - These can often be tricky with different ends and size. Call us with as much
information about your fuel lines as possible to ensure you are getting the correct line. Door
Glass - While part numbers are available for the glass pieces, styles have changed and the part
numbers have remained the same. For all glass orders, we need dimensionsâ€¦. Pumps - Each
pump will have a number plate identifying it. Sometimes this can be hard to read. If you can't
read the number we will have to determine the part based on physical componence. Such as
shaft size and type, how many and where are the ports located. Also, how does the pump mount
onto the tractor - With or without flange. We have been doing this for a long time so we will help
you through this. If we do not have the part you need, in stock, we can bring it in direct for the
factor! Give us a call today! Huanghai jinma 16? The tractors are suitable for dry land, hilly land,
vegetable farm, orchard, garden and other kind of land. Hydraulic steering, driving cab, roll over
protection structure, turf tire and industrial tire can be chosen as options to fit on the Huanghai
FarmPro series tractors, Huanghai FarmPro series tractors honorably won the Excellent
Product Prize awarded by the government of PRC, and also won gold medal in international
Fairs, the products were approved by OECD, parts of Huanghai FarmPro series had already got
the approval as well. Our series products are sold to more than countries and areas in five
continents. FarmPro Models. Call us Toll Free Today Call us today at - to get all your FarmPro
Tractor Parts. Follow Us. This is a list of tractors built in China by Jinma , now part of Mahindra
Tractors , and sold around the world by other companies under their own brands. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Chinese Tractor Brands.
Category:tractors built in China. List of Tractor Manufacturers Internal Combustion engined.
Orchard and Vineyard tractors. ATV 's Quad bikes etc. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Ag-King Ag Pro Agracat Agri boss
Arslan Motor E Bison Hayco Millenium BR Jinma Champ SLX. Dadaoyuan DDY-Huwang
Darvana DTM DTZ Eclipse DT Ecopard C Emerybuilt Emerybuilt LE. Emerybuilt XL-S.
EuroTechnika ET EuroWolf Farm Boss JM Farm Boss Farm Boss Q Farm Pro Foron FNJ. Fortier
TF Fortune Fortune A. Fortune D. Frontier Frontier F GM GM E. Gold Horse JM Goldbull JM
Green Horse Green Land GLE. Green Lander Harvest King HK Harvest King HKE. Harvest King
HKB. Harvest King HPA. Harvest King HKA. Hobby Horse II. Hobby Horse III. Hobby Horse Rear

Steer. Hobby Horse Huanghai JM Huanghai Huanghai LM Iron Horse IHT Jepe Joshua Howard
Kama Keno KT Kodiak Lyntrac McBreen MCB Minot 20hp. Minot 20hp Generation 2. Minot 30hp.
Minot 30hp Generation 2. Nellie Belle Q NorTrac NT Polarprod Qian Liniu QLN Rebel RH Rhino
Rhino International Riata RMT Samson SamTrac ST Sartrac Sartrac S. Scope International JM
Shire UK Siromer E. Siromer Siromer Baby. Smart Trac Smith Sparber Sport Diesel SRD SM
Stallion D Stockman Stud 30hp. Super Y. Super Super B. Super A. Tangent Task Master JMa.
Task Master JMb. Task Master TMa. Task Master Tom Cat b. Task Master Tugger a. Task Master
Tugger b. Task Master Tugger S. TeRaW TeRaW E. Titan TOP Toyama TY Tracco Jinma JM
Tracco Jinma JMD. Tractor King Tractor King A. Turf Boss TB Turf Champ tractor. VTZ Wingin
WorkHorse 20hp. WorkHorse 22hp. WorkHorse 25hp. WorkHorse WorkTrak WorkTrak L XG
Power 22hp. XG Power 28hp. XG Power 35hp. Early Makes - pre s. Modern post s. Specialist
types of tractor. Notable People - associated with the tractor industry. Transmission Manual, 3F
- 1R. Operational PTO: , , Three point. Tires Front: 4. Worley Equipment. Weaubleau, MO Ag
Tractor. Purple Wave is selling a used Tractor in Missouri. This item is a Farm Pro tractor with
the following: hours on meter, Serial: To view purplewave. Racking Shelving and Storage
Warehouse Forklift. Ag Tractor for Sale. EL Video. EL Item Details. Location Info. View map Item
Details: Josh Worley at Removal Details: Josh Worley at Buyer is responsible for all loadout
arrangements. Removal Deadline: January 27, see auction details. The buyer's premium will be
included in the price against which applicable sales taxes are calculated. No reserve This item
will sell without reserve to the highest bidder. Payment Information. Payments must be made
within two business days after the auction. Payment Details. Shipping and Transportation. A
separate list of other shipping vendors is available by contacting auction purplewave. Find
Similar. Bid Increments. Bid History. Item EL sold on January 13th, This item is a Farm Pro
tractor with the following: hours on meter, Serial: This Farm Pro tractor will sell to the highest
bidder regardless of price. Careers Staff Feedback Bidding Terms. Bidding Watching Selling.
Purple Wave, Inc. Don't miss out on equipment selling! Submit Please provide a valid email
address. Yes, I Want Access! No Thanks. Farm Pro Compact Utility Tractor featured with a 1.
Final Words. That was all about the Farm Pro Tractor Price, Specs, Review, and Key Features,
but if you have any query regarding this post, then please comment below in the comment box,
We will solve your problem as soon as possible, thanks for visiting our site and stay tuned to
our site for more new stuff like this. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Leave this field empty. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect
on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. TY diesel
2-cylinder liquid-cooled Rated RPM:. Starter volts:. Oil capacity:. Coolant capacity:. Hydraulic
system:. Rear Type:. ROPS canopy. Total flow:. Rear PTO:. Rear RPM:. Weight shipping :.
Ground clearance:. Ag front:. Ag rear:. We want to take the time and reassure you that we are
doing everything we can to ensure the safety of our employees, suppliers, dealers and
customers during the COVID pandemic. The company has taken the necessary steps and made
it a priority to follow the guidelines of both local and international government bodies as it
relates to safety. As you know, agriculture is an essential service and farmers will continue to
plant crops, harvest crops and feed livestock; despite the current pandemic. This is one of the
many reasons why we have made it a priority to continue delivering parts and supporting our
dealers and customers. In fact, all Farm King staff including Territory Managers and Aftermarket
Representatives have been made available to support you every step of the way throughout
these challenging times. We want to take this opportunity to wish you all the very best and
remind you that we are at your service to help you in any way we can. With one of the largest
mounting kit application lists in the industry, there is an Allied front-end loader available for
nearly every tractor, large or small, new or old. Custom colors are available to match all tractor

brands which adds resale value and visual appeal. Earlier model tractors continue to use our
time-proven 95 Series loader, for tractors with 15 to hp. The conventional four-point mounting
system includes two rear main "boots" and two front hooks that provide a positive lock to hold
the loader tight and rigid to the loader mount. Most of our 95 Series mounting kits have rear axle
bars that connect our mounting kits to the rear axle of the tractor providing increased strength
and support. All of this minimizes stress on the loader, loader components and tractor frame to
enhance longevity. Designed specifically for modern tractors, the Midmount Series provides
enhanced visibility, increased lifting capability and superior breakout force. The Midmount
Series provides easier access for service, more clearance for tractors with front wheel assist
and extra room for front mounted fenders. Mechanical true self-leveling is available on models
to To our valued friends, family, and customers, We want to take the time and reassure you that
we are doing everything we can to ensure the safety of our employees, suppliers, dealers and
customers during the COVID pandemic. Marat Nogerov President, Buhler Industries. Toggle
navigation. Allied by Farm King front-end loaders are backed by years of extensive research.
Factory testing simulates specific operations to evaluate durability; days of continuous cycling
in raising, twisting and dropping loads using a programmed hydraulic power unit represents
years of extreme use. View Specifications. The TSL system eliminates the variable "waving"
action of leveling during the lift and lower cycle, so common in some other brands. Not just
approximately - precisely. The TSL system provides full dump at ground, and additional roll
back as the loader raises. Packages are complete with color-coded dust caps, plugs and quick
couplers. Choose from a 2- or 3-spool valve package. Both valve packages provide the
opportunity to add a third function such as a grapple, however with the 2-spool valve a diverter
valve will still need to be installed. The 3-spool valve package provides the opportunity to add a
function, such as a hay grapple. Cushion Ride effectively feathers these shocks and bumps,
similar to the shock absorbers in a vehicle. This provides smoother loader operation and adds
longevity to the loader and loader components. This takes the guess work out of incorrect line
connection, ensuring your hydraulic lines are hooked up properly every time. Large diameter
cylinder rods and thick chrome plating complement the longevity of the cylinder life. Larger
diameter lift and bucket cylinders provide a higher lift capacity and stronger rollback power
which is particularly important for bale spear application for mid-sized loaders because the
weight is so far forward. Remove the parking stands from their storage compartment on the
loader arms. Midmount Series - Remove lock pin on each side of Midmount models. No tools
required. Back away tractor and disconnect the hydraulics. Reverse the procedure for
re-mounting the loader. The bucket quick attach is a standard feature on the 95 Series model
and larger and is optional on smaller models. An optional skid steer quick attach truly makes
your front-end loader a multi-use tool carrier. Available for models up to Improved clearance
means that front fenders can usually remain in place, servicing of the tractor is easier, and full
wheel oscillation and turning radius can be maintained without any restrictions. This greatly
increases rollback and dump angles. Operator and Parts Operator and Parts 2. Operator and
Parts 1. Northern tool sells them under nortrac name,I have one,,got almost hrs on it works
great,no problems so far in two years,,sometimes you can only take the money savings so
far,I'm talking farmpro here,,anything else about the brand? I am at my last wits with this
company and my lawer is getting ready to go on these people for the poor sevice and customer
relations that I have experienced in the last 13 weeks. This tractor has cost me so much money
having to hire out to get the work done that I bought it for I could have bought a John Deer! Its
time we all stand up on this export stuff that is crap! The owner once again gets ripped off. I
don't think any of the top 5 or 6 tractors[or any],are made in america,,,thingy AL MILLER Japan
tractors and parts have been around a while and seem to be much better than the China stuff for
sure! And yes JD tractors have many parts from Japan,but they will stand behind what they sell
here in the states. Now is a john deere or a kobota of same type[ hp,4wd,desal engine,],the
same as chinese tractors or better,,,,yes,,,,,the question is,,are they 8, dollars better? He is the
main man seeing over the warrenty department. The dealer has had it now 14 weeks and stated
today that the water pump and battery went bad and I will get it back next week. I am at a loss
for sure! It was powerful and had the lowest geared transmission I had ever seen on a tractor.
But, I have heard some good and bad things about these tractors. They are nice people with alot
of information about ANY tractor there is. Go and register so you can post. It is free and you
won't regret it. I don't really care for this site because If I type a long message, some times it
won't let me post it. I don't know why it won't let me, but I am tired of it. Besides, it is more
people on there, which means more info. I hope it lets me post this time. Travis Travis Ricks
One last thing, Have ya'll been to If not, go there for good information. Travis Jeff Thanks I have
heard both good and bad. I'm not sure it is worth the risk. Sometimes you get what you pay for.
Jeff Allen, thank you for the info I really appreciate it. Good Luck! Farm Pro needs a lot of help!

Northern has been around a long time and they have always stood behind what they sell even if
its crap! Travis Ricks Thingy, I don't know when you were on tractor by net. Maybe it was a long
time ago. I don't think I have ever seen your name on there. I will keep looking. I have been a
member since June of this year. Personally, I like the Farm Pro tractors. I do not at all think that
the Farm Pro is worth the money. I would probably also think twice about buying the too. I think
the prices are a little steep. BUT, I would not hesitate to buy the Just at my own house. HA, HA
thingy Travis,,,yeah your right about tractor by net being free,,,it ought to be,,,there is about 5 or
6 people who run it,,if you disagree with one of them,,,then you are in troble,,,they delete
anything they don't like,,,webman,[boss],is named muhamid,,sounds like an arab,,,anyways it
sucks big time,,but it is free,,,tractor point is the other one I was thinking about,,,its payper
view,,,but its better,,,been kicked off both for saying whats on my mind and argueing with the
regulars,,they don't like that on either one,,,,the chinese tractor owners ass. I have only used
and worked with the Farm Pro 4WD. But, when they were manufactured for the U. At least not
from what I read. They were made for the "lower income" consumers who needed a tractor, like
me. But the and the I don't believe I would put MY money on that. If I was desperate, maybe the
but I doubt it. I would "cultivate my dreams" with a Mahindra. Now, on to your problem. Why in
the hell do they still have your tractor? In the shop for 13 weeks and the problem was ONLY a
battery and water pump? Either the shop is "swamped" with Farm Pro tractors, or the
mechanics ain't worth a s t! I would be raising nine kinds of hell with somebody. What is the
latest you have heard on it? By the way, what model Farm Pro do you have? I think you told me
but I forgot. It was what you would call a buy back buy the dealer and the distributer. I used the
new for 19 hours and the transmission was grinding the gears and was not getting any better
the brakes would not hold if rolling backwards with the loader bucket half full of dirt,then it
would not fire up at times and then it broke a rocker arm and that is when I took it in to the
dealer for repairs 13 weeks ago. They said they had to fix the motor first to see how the rest of
the problems whould take to fix. They back ordered the rocker arm so they said and that took
several weeks to get one,HA HA. Then they said it needed trnny gears which they waited on
several more weeks and then decieded to get a new complete drive train which took another
week or so. Then the dealer has only one mechanic and he hurt his back and could not work on
it for a week then he said the injection pump went out while in the shop,which it might have for I
had told them it would not start at times and I had told him I had to bleed the lines and pump
fule to the injection pump to get it to start. So we wait another week on that and then he says
the battery went out and it will need one of those also so that took another few days and 2 days
ago he saud the water pump went out and it will be a few more days for that. I left the best for
last!!! I failed to tell you I only used it at home with a small 5' box scape and this thing would
pull a 7'one if I had it moving dirt and logs around on our new home site. When the tractor quit
here at home and ran on two cylinders I removed the valve cover to see what was going on and
it had busted a rocker arm adjuster off and bent a push rod and poped another push rod off
another cylinder. What had happened is a valve stuck open atgot slapped buy the piston and
broke the adjuster. I took the rocker shaft up and there is a steel orafice of all things in the
rocker shaft to limit oil supply to the rockers and it was plugged with rusty mud!! No oil to the
valve train caused the valve to seize. I raped the valve with a mallet and oil and freed it up and
put the push rod back on the other cylinder so I could get it out of the yard and on a trailer to
take to the dealer. Her is the kicker!!! I am a ASE certified gas and diesel tech and when I took it
to the dealer and I had told him bad mistake that I had removed the valve cover just to put the
rocker back on so I cold get it on a trailer. I called the Butch in Indiana and he said it will have to
go back to whare I purchased it from in Orangeburg. After A week os so went buy when I had
left it at the dealer I called the and wanted to know what was up and when might I see my junker
again and they told me I had voided my warrenty cause the valve cover had been removed and I
had not been authorized to do so. And did I mention she was blonde? Well he did'nt see her,HA
HA! I was trying to get this taken care of without her again but I see they have not left me any
choice. The dealer don't care and he said sue the distributer in Indiana and the distributer in
Indiana says sue the dealer,I just think I will let the lawer sort it out. Not having this tractor has
cost me a bunch of money fore I had to hire out to get the work done that I bought it for and my
time having move dirt and gravel buy hand has taken its toll in more ways thn one. Phone call to
lawer tomorrow most likely! At least you are sort of in good spirits with the situation because
you sound kind of "comical" at times and I think that is good. I know what I am about to tell you
has nothing to do with my favorite subject, "tractors". But i'll tell you anyway. I sort of need to
get it off my chest any how. I bought a brand new Honda Foreman s 4x4 4-wheeler last year in
August. Damned near a year old. Well, guess what. Some son-of-a-bit h stole it!! The other
thousand came out of my pocket. But in the end, all of it will. I owe 16 more payments on it. Yes,
I have paid over half the loan off in a year. But hell no! I am far from rich!. I just turned 20 years

old about a week ago. Besides my stolen 4-wheeler note, I have no bills, YET. I don't want to
stop paying and mess it up. I think about the money that I am "throwing away", everyday
Anyway, enough about me. I know what I just told you don't help your situation out at all.
Granted, I would still be very upset and probably wouldn't want the tractor either, if I were you.
Maybe I helped you, or maybe I offended you by telling my story. Hopefully, it made you feel a
little better anyway. Allen, it seems to me that the dealer IS trying to help you. But, I do also
realize that enough is enough. Sounds like the dealer is trying to work with you and Farm Pro
isn't wanting to work with neither one of ya'. If I was gonna sue somebody, it would be Farm
Pro. Not the dealer. I don't believe that was too fair to you in my opinion. Post back and let me
know what happens. HA HA!! Mine has suddenly developed a quirk that requires me to keep
turning the wheel to maintain the tractor on a straight path. This tendency is much more
pronounced if I am mowing on a grade. Please help. Harry Ippolito I have had nothing but
downtime with my backhoe from day one. I would be very well satisfyed with a new one that had
not been repared so many times before I bought it. The problems are obviously problems that
have been previously repaired but continue to return. I have a friend that bought one ane he is
having trouble reading the Chinese instruction and maintenance book. I would like to get some
feed back on other backhoe owners. The tractor is perfect for my needs, the backhoe is another
story. I've done everything i know to do. I must have gotten a bad fuel tank because it is
completly rusted and pluging up the fuel line. I would like to replace it with a plastic tank. Does
any one know where i can find a copman that would make a plastic tank? R Shepard I just found
this thread and for what it is worth thought I would add my experience. I have owned a Farm Pro
4 Wheel Drive tractor now for a little over 4 years and I have a front loader, back single blade
plow, back post hole digger, back box blade and back 3pt backhoe and I am NOT easy on my
equipment as I believe they are meant to be USED and the only problem I have had with mine is
I blew out the pump when it was fairly new but I was trying to go in reverse, lift the stump and
tilt the blade on the stump that I was trying to get out of the ground all at the same time and no
tractor is made to do that. It was my fault and I paid for the new pump. Other than that this thing
has done things that the average homeowner would never ask it to do. I have pushe over up to
8" cedars, dug a basement with the backhoe, lifted and carried 1,lb boulders, dug ditches for
waterlines, dug septic holes, moved tons and tons of dirt and gravel, pulled cars with it in its
slow slow mode with me in the car and no-one in the seat of the tractor and so many other
goofy things that most have probably never thought of and yet, much like that old watch
commercial, it just keeps on ticking. I have over 2, hours on this baby and I would'nt hesitate to
buy another one. So if you are thinking of a tractor I love my farm pro and I just keep thinking I
can buy two farm pros for what it would cost me to buy one of the more expensive brands and
even then I hate to tell you guys but there is NO guarentee that the other brands will treat you
right. Chick anyone have gears jumping mesh in the front end of this tractor? Alan A month ago
I bought a used Farm Pro The tractor has done well bush hogging and with the loader till today.
We were clearing some woods on my parents land and my father went to shift into reverse and
she wouldn't go, nor would it go forward. Engine still running like a top. Gear box still has fluid.
Not sure if its a whole transmission issue or something I might be overlooking. Any words of
advice? Kenw Same problem as Allen, so far I have been able to clear it but cannot use 1st gear
or it locks up. Works ok otherwise. Its as if it gets stuck between gears or something. Again
words of advise are welcome. I talk to the dealer about it all the time. I only have hours on it but
can only run it 1 hour at a time. I am bringing it back next week for them to look at it again. If
you find a fix let me know. T Gordon I bought a in for planting food plots for Deer Hunting,
scraping the driveway ect. I have not abused the Tractor. Since I've owned it it has been broken
into to replace gears in the 4x4 and bearings in the trans, the lift has been rebuilt, a new starter
and now the water pump went out this weekend. It has always ran hot while using the 5' bush
hog. I carried it back to the dealer last year for him to try to sell it for me. It sat for 6 months
without a offer. It has hrs on it. When I get the water pump on it I'll make somebody a deal on it
here in NC. Two tie rod ends Threads on tie rod end pull out of the nut cheap steal and now a
getting to replace a hydro pump. The dash is almost impossible to take off. But for me I would
like to buy a old tractor for a project tractor not a new one, Long story short they would make a
better boat anchor then a tractor They might be good for someone with a big yard. I know for i
am a farmer Okey I bought a Farm Pro with hrs for It has set outside most of it's life, so I need to
replace all the hoses and the plastic fan. Does anyone have any suggestions on a kit maybe?
Can I replace the plastic fan with a metal one? The tractor runs great, I would like to do the
preventive services myself. Replace it with a pre-shaped elbow I cut the elbow off a much longer
hose made for a car ,that fixed it fine. You may have to manually rock the tractor a few inches or
push it forward or back a foot. If that doesn't do it, check ALL the gearing levers, incl. I've had
the for 8 yrs and have used it well beyond what it was intended for. No major problems! Doesn't

matter what brand. Ive had the five years hrs only miner problems Ernie McCormick I have just
bought a farm pro and have questions about hydraulics. I have a 3point back hoe that was
connected to a JD using quick connects. The back hoe does not have it's own pump but uses
the remote hydraulics. I modified my as indicated in the pics. When I connect the bypass line
quick connects the lift stops working. When I leave them disconnected as shown in the pic the
lift works. Can you tell me what I am doing wrong and also there is a knob below the seat that I
do not know what it is for. Can you help me? Rich Sarah Has anyone had any experience with a
or a Farm Pro. Especially a The one I am looking at has a Koykor loader and has hours on it. It
overheats time and time again. The dealer has been no help. I have gone through the radiator, it
took 13 flushes to get the fluid not to look like tea, this is after the radiator was redone. Any
ideas? I use it for every thing from draging a 6ft bushhog finishing deck to a 5ft tiller in the
garden! It has over hrs on it and is used freaquently by my wife to pull the manure spredder
around. In the 6 years that I have had this little tractor I have been out only the cost of a battery
and a starter drive. Totaling less then dollars. My question what the hell are you guys doing to
tear up your equiptment. I have news for the guy that thinks he could have bought a Deere for
what he give for his farm pro. Oh yeah I forgot a headlight burned out 3bucks. Big stinkin ass
deal! Terry Tilley I have a Farm Pro with hours. I have used and abused with little trouble. I can't
say enougn about what a great deal i got. It did over heat a little this week. I hope some of the
tips I read on this post help me out. I am needing a hose for the front end loader. I got a limb
caught in it. This the second time in 3 years that the fuel injection pump quits on this tractor. I'm
trying to get out of buying a The tractor was running and all of the sudden it quit. No diesel is
going to the injectors. Last time I had it repaired it cost me So I'm going to try and do it myself.
I'll appreciate any help you all can give me. Jim Andy Anderson Farm pro tractors are crap. The
service is awful. They seldom have the parts you need. Pure junk. Engine is not bad but the rest
is garbage. Starts falling apart the day to get it. I have 40 horse, 4wd and its been a pain since
day one. Problem is no one wants one so you can't trade it in on anything. Greyrooster I have a
farm pro It was crap when I brought it new. It is still crap. Dealer that sold it to me when out of
the farm pro business as they were falling apart faster than he could repair them and the
warrantee work didn't pay crap. Even now I can't find rims for the front tires. I can't even find
tires and tubes for it. The front rims are so cheaply made that if a lug nut loosens the rim
cracks. This tractor literally fell apart by itself. Homier is a joke and doesn't handle any where
near the parts they claim. The fuel lines collaped within one month. Front axle broke. What a
pain that was. Haven't had any engine problems but everything else is garbage. No Visable
Leaks. Any Sugestions?? Been nothing but trouble and fixing it since the first year I got it.
Communist steal has alot of impurities and does not hold up and cutting or welding it is a
nightmare. Finding parts is hard nut no worse than anything else out there import or domestic.
Morale is you get what you pay for. I rebuilt and fabricated new parts and did the tool man to it
and made it better. You must include your email address above to receive this notification. Rear
View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. How much is your farm tractor worth? Find resale prices
for tractors built from through today, with complete specifications and serial numbers. Could
anyone give me information reguarding Farm Pro compact tractors? They are the chinese made
jinma tractor,,many different dealers sell the jinma under other names,,,farm pro doesn't have
the best record for the jinma,,a lot to do with these tractors is assembly,and how you order
them,,sevice after is another,they are all the same,but then again they aren't. Allen Miller. I have
had a Farm Pro with nothing but trouble and now have a Farm Pro with 19 hours on it and it has
been in the shop now for 13 weeks. Allan,,export stuff? I don't think any of the top 5 or 6
tractors[or any],are made in america,,,thingy. Japan tractors and parts have been around a while
and seem to be much better than the China stuff for sure! Allan,,,not only the parts come from
japan,,,the whole damned tractor comes from japan,,chinese and japans tractors are both made
by orientals,overseas and shipped to the u. I was told buy Butch in the office in Indiana that any
warrenty work could only be done at a Farm Pro dealer only and no other! Travis Ricks. Allen,
Thingy, Jeff, whoever, Go to tractor by net. One last thing, Have ya'll been to Thanks I have
heard both good and bad. Allen, thank you for the info I really appreciate it. Thingy, I don't know
when you were on tractor by net. Ok Travis whare were you when I bought my junker nine
months ago! HA, HA. Travis,,,yeah your right about tractor by net being free,,,it ought to
be,,,there is about 5 or 6 people who run it,,if you disagree with one of them,,,then you are in
troble,,,they delete anything they don't like,,,webman,[boss],is named muhamid,,sounds like an
arab,,,anyways it sucks big time,,but it is free,,,tractor point is the other one I was thinking
about,,,its payper view,,,but its better,,,been kicked off both for saying whats on my mind and
argueing with the regulars,,they don't like that on either one,,,,the chinese tractor owners ass.
Allen, I like the Farm Pro tractors. Good Luck, Travis. Hey Travis thanks for the interest. Dealer
name "Farm Pro of Orangeburg" Good luck to all that own one of these. Failed to tell you the

dealer felt bad it took so long to fix and they would bring it back to me,this was a week ago and
now he says he has no trailer to get it here per phone call today!! Allen, I CAN imagine how
disgusted you are. Good luck, Travis. Ron O'Quinn. Cab anyone tell me where the steering by
pass valve is located on a FarmPro ? Harry Ippolito. I have had nothing but downtime with my
backhoe from day one. R Shepard. I just found this thread and for what it is worth thought I wo
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uld add my experience. A month ago I bought a used Farm Pro Same problem as Allen, so far I
have been able to clear it but cannot use 1st gear or it locks up. Tony Simms, I have a also and
it gets hot after one hour of use. T Gordon. I bought a in for planting food plots for Deer
Hunting, scraping the driveway ect. I know for i am a farmer. I bought a Farm Pro with hrs for
OH, btw. Ive had the five years hrs only miner problems. Ernie McCormick. I have just bought a
farm pro and have questions about hydraulics. Rich Sarah. Has anyone had any experience with
a or a Farm Pro. I have had a Farm Pro for six years with nothing but trouble. I am the proud
owner of a farmpro with turf tires, I have had it for going on 6 years now! Terry Tilley. I have a
Farm Pro with hours. James Griffith. Does anyone know if a fuel injection pump for a Farm Pro
2WD can be rebuilt, and if so where? Andy Anderson. Farm pro tractors are crap. I have a farm
pro Two years ago I brought a Mahindra and haven't had.

